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CLEANLINESS

   TORNADO FLUSH
  Highly effective two- or three-jet flush

  RIMLESS  DESIGN
  Ceramic toilet bowl without hard-to-reach areas along 

the top edge

  CEFIONTECT 

 Smooth glaze for a special hygienic ceramic surface



The perfect toilet is our benchmark.

Our toilets feature technologies that 

ensure the highest level of hygiene. 

We integrate them intelligently into 

timeless designs, making our prod-

ucts the ideal complement to any 

bathroom.

With this ambition in mind, all TOTO 

toilets are equipped with the follow-

ing standard hygiene technologies: 

the powerful TORNADO FLUSH, 

rimless design, and extremely 

smooth CEFIONTECT glaze.

TOTO toilets
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490 mm 540 mm

Toilet RP and RP Compact

The RP toilet is one of the latest toilet models  
from TOTO, where the name says it all: RP stands 
for “Round Perfection”. With its harmonious round 
shape, concealed mounting screws and match-
ing flat toilet seat, it captivates with its timeless 
elegance.

The shortened version, the RP Compact with a 
depth of 490 mm is the perfect addition for small 
bathrooms and guest WCs.

RP toilet; wall-hung (CW552Y) with RP toilet seat (TC513Q) 

A direct comparison of RP and RP Compact toilet
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Toilet RP Compact; wall-hung (CW554Y) with 
RP Compact  toilet seat (TC613G) 
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SP toilet

The toilet SP is the angular counterpart of the RP. 
The SP stands out due to its straightforward, linear 
and angular design. Find these characteristics 
also reflected in the product name: SP means 
“Square Perfection”.

SP toilet; wall-hung (CW532Y) with SP toilet seat (TC512G)
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GP toilet

The GP toilet convinces with its graceful design style. 
Its timeless design allows the toilet to be perfectly 
integrated into a diverse range of interior designs.

Toilet GP; wall-hung (CW553Y) with GP toilet seat (TC524EU)
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SG toilet; wall-hung (CW512YR) with SG toilet seat (TC501CVK) and SG resin cover (9AE0017) 
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SG toilet

With its angular design and separate trap cover, the 
wall-hung SG toilet makes it a real design classic. 
This toilet is available with a trap cover made of 
stainless steel or white plastic.

SG toilet; wall-hung (CW512YR) with SG toilet seat (TC501CVK) and metallic cover SG (7EE0007) 
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MH toilet; wall-hung (CW162Y) also combinable
with slim toilet seat (TC514G) 

MH toilet; wall-hung (CW162Y) with MH toilet seat (VC10047NN) 
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MH toilets

The toilets of the MH series appeal with their 
flowing, simple form. 
 
In addition to the wall-hung toilet, there is also a 
floor-standing back-to-wall version and a close 
coupled version, which is particularly suitable for 
renovation projects e.g. in old buildings. 
 
For a particularly elegant look, all toilet models of 
the MH series can be combined not only with the 
MH toilet seat but also with a slim toilet seat.

MH toilet; wall-hung (CW162Y) also combinable
with slim toilet seat (TC514G) 

MH toilet, close coupled (CW161Y) with ceramic 
cover MH with cistern (SW10044G1)

MH toilet back-to-wall, floor-standing (CW163Y)
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NC toilets

The wall-mounted NC toiler was one of the first 
rimless toilets on the European market. The name of 
the toilet is programme: NC means“natural curves” 
and thus this toilet captivates by its timeless, natural 
round shape.  
 
In addition to the wall-hung toilet, a floor-standing 
back-to-wall version is also available. 
 
Both versions can be combined with a slim toilet seat 
in addition to the regular toilet seat.

NC toilet; wall-hung (CW762Y) with NC toilet seat (VC100N) NC toilet back-to-wall, floor-standing (CW763Y) 
with NC toilet seat (VC100N) 

NC toilet; wall-hung (CW762Y) with 
slim toilet seat (TC514G) 
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ES toilet, wall-hung (CW797) with ES toilet seat (VC110N)

ES toilet

The wall-hung ES toilet has a straight-line  
design with easily accessible mounting screws 
on the sides, which allow a particularly quick 
installation.

This toilet can also be combined with a slim toilet 
seat in addition to the usual toilet seat.

NC toilet; wall-hung (CW797) with 
slim toilet seat (TC514G) 
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CEFIONTECT

Ultra-smooth ceramic  
leaves nowhere  
for waste to cling.

Forces waste  
to slide down

CLEANLINESS



300 μm
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CEFIONTECT is an ultra-smooth ceramic glaze that coats the toilet bowl. Its microscopic  

surface ridges are far smaller than waste particles, leaving no place for waste to gain a 

foothold. Extremely durable, CEFIONTECT is designed for enduring beauty and cleanliness.

Washing water Washing water

CEFIONTECTNo CEFIONTECT Water hydrophobic Water hydrophilic

Extremely smooth glaze

What makes CEFIONTECT so durable?

CEFIONTECT is hydrophilic

Conventional ceramic may mould perfectly smooth to the eyes, 
but has gaps where waste, mold and bacteria hide. At just one 
millionth of a millimetre, CEFIONTECT’s surface ridges are much 
tinier than waste particles.

Hydrophilic describes organisms and materials that attract 
 water. CEFIONTECT is hydrophilic. Water spreads easily over 
the toilet bowl, so waste particles easily wash away.

CEFIONTECT glaze

Conventional glaze layer

Base layer

CLEANLINESS
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TORNADO 
FLUSH

360° cleaning power 
reaches every spot 
using less water.

Swirls and ejects  
waste entirely

CLEANLINESS
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Powerful flush for thorough cleanliness Rimless ceramic toilet bowls

RIMLESSTORNADO FLUSH

TORNADO FLUSH cleans more effectively – but is also quieter, and uses less water  

than conventional toilets. The powerful flush creates a whirlpool that cleans every inch  

of the toilet bowl without missing a spot.

CLEANLINESS

TORNADO FLUSH reaches every inch of the toilet bowl – all the 
way to the edge. The water is propelled into the bowl, creating 
a whirlpool that harnesses the power of the water for thorough 
cleansing. The high-quality ceramic used in TOTO toilets make 
this innovative technology possible.

The RIMLESS design not only leaves no place for waste and 
germs to hide. It also makes for a much easier to clean toilet.
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Quieter than conventional toilets

Comparative measurements have shown: TOTO toilets 
equipped with TORNADO FLUSH are far quieter when  
flushed than conventional toilets. 

Laboratory tests have shown that a comparable competing 
product was 41% louder than the TOTO NC toilet. 

This means that the sleep is less disturbed when other  
family members use the toilet at night.

Easy-to-remove toilet seat

TOTO’s toilet seats are designed to make it easy to clean each 
toilet thoroughly. The seat and lid can be removed by simply 
pressing on the release buttons, guaranteeing simple cleaning.

Soft-close seat and lid

Our proven soft-close seat and lid lowers slowly and  
silently with a tap of the finger. The advantage: Minimal  
points of contact enhance people’s comfort and hygiene  
in the bathroom.

More benefits at a glance
Because quality pays off

All TOTO toilets include TORNADO FLUSH, rimless design and CEFIONTECT glaze  

as standard features. At TOTO, cleanliness and improved hygiene are essential parts  

of the company’s product philosophy. People can see and feel TOTO’s many years of  

experience in its products.
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In comparison: a television at normal listening volume is 60 dB.  

TOTO NC

Above 60 dB: 2.5 seconds

Peak: 69 dB

Comparable toilet

Above 60 dB: 3.0 seconds

Peak: 70 dB

CLEANLINESS
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Avoid spreading viruses and
germs with toilets from TOTO
Confirmed by hygiene expert
Prof. Dr. med. Zastrow

Due to the exceptional technologies, TOTO toilets are among the most hygienic toilets 

currently on the market. TOTO has therefore asked the hygienist Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter 

Zastrow to test the TOTO toilets for hygiene.

Summary of the results:

Prof. Dr. med. Zastrow confirms that TOTO toilets even 
fully comply with the requirements of hospital hygiene and 
infection prevention. A further spread of germs and viruses 
(and thus also the corona virus) is almost impossible.

This is attributable to:

 – TORNADO FLUSH which, thanks to its flushing properties, 
cleans effectively while preventing the spread of aerosols 
and splashes 

 – the rimless design, which prevents a reservoir of dirt and 
germs from forming under the toilet rim

By purchasing a toilet from TOTO, you can prevent the 
spread of viruses also in your home. 

Scan me!

Follow this link to the entire report of Prof. Dr. Zastrow  
on the TOTO website gb.toto.com

CLEANLINESS

Further details in an interview 
with Prof. Dr. Zastrow

Scan me!
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SG toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
back-to-wall

MH toilet, 
close coupled

SP toilet,
wall-hung

RP toilet,
wall-hung

RP Compact toilet,
wall-hung

GP toilet,
wall-hung

ES toilet,
wall-hung

WC NC,
wall-hung

WC NC,
back-to-wall

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung
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Item number CW512YR CW162Y
CW162YH1) CW163Y CW161Y

CW532Y
CW522EY1)

CW552Y
CW542EY1) CW554Y CW553Y CW797 CW762Y CW763Y CW142

Size (w x d x h, in mm) 390 x 582 x 339 394 x 530 x 339 390 x 624 x 410 392 x 704 x 410 380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351)

380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351) 380 x 490 x 335 380 x 540 x 335 380 x 530 x 338 380 x 530 x 340 380 x 630 x 483 355 x 710 x 400

Fittings Chrome or white 
trap cover Ceramic cover

Color White White White White White White White White White White White White

Price category €€€€ €€€ €€€ €€€ €€ €€ €€ €€ €€ € € €
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TORNADO FLUSH

Rimless design

CEFIONTECT glaze

B
E
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E
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T
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Hidden installation

Flush volume 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.8 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l

Easy-to-remove toilet seat

Toilet seat TC501CVK2) VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2) TC512G2) TC513Q2) TC613G2) TC524EU2) VC110N2), 

slim seat TC514G2)
VC100N2), VC100U10R3) 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC100N2), VC100U10R3) 
slim seat TC514G2)

WC seat ring CF, 
accessible VC140V1

Easy to clean

Suitable for microfiber cloth

Quiet flush

SG toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
back-to-wall

MH toilet, 
close coupled

SP toilet,
wall-hung

RP toilet,
wall-hung

RP Compact toilet,
wall-hung

GP toilet,
wall-hung

ES toilet,
wall-hung

WC NC,
wall-hung

WC NC,
back-to-wall

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung

W
A

S
H
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™

SG 2.0

RW  (only CW542EY)

SW  (only CW522EY)

RX EWATER+  (only CW542EY)

SX EWATER+  (only CW522EY)

GL 2.0 with hidden connections  (only CW162YH)

EK 2.0 with hidden connections  (only CW162YH)

GL 2.0 with side connections  (only CW162Y)

EK 2.0 with side connections  (only CW162Y)

Toilet/WASHLET™
combinations

can be also combined 
with slim seat

can be also combined 
with slim seat

can be also combined 
with slim seat

Overview of  
technical data

1) only for WASHLET™ installation with hidden connections
2) with soft-closing function
3) without soft-closing function
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SG toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
back-to-wall

MH toilet, 
close coupled

SP toilet,
wall-hung

RP toilet,
wall-hung

RP Compact toilet,
wall-hung

GP toilet,
wall-hung

ES toilet,
wall-hung

WC NC,
wall-hung

WC NC,
back-to-wall

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung
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Item number CW512YR CW162Y
CW162YH1) CW163Y CW161Y

CW532Y
CW522EY1)

CW552Y
CW542EY1) CW554Y CW553Y CW797 CW762Y CW763Y CW142

Size (w x d x h, in mm) 390 x 582 x 339 394 x 530 x 339 390 x 624 x 410 392 x 704 x 410 380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351)

380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351) 380 x 490 x 335 380 x 540 x 335 380 x 530 x 338 380 x 530 x 340 380 x 630 x 483 355 x 710 x 400

Fittings Chrome or white 
trap cover Ceramic cover

Color White White White White White White White White White White White White

Price category €€€€ €€€ €€€ €€€ €€ €€ €€ €€ €€ € € €

T
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TORNADO FLUSH

Rimless design

CEFIONTECT glaze
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Hidden installation

Flush volume 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.8 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 4.5 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l 3 l / 6 l

Easy-to-remove toilet seat

Toilet seat TC501CVK2) VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2) TC512G2) TC513Q2) TC613G2) TC524EU2) VC110N2), 

slim seat TC514G2)
VC100N2), VC100U10R3) 
slim seat TC514G2)

VC100N2), VC100U10R3) 
slim seat TC514G2)

WC seat ring CF, 
accessible VC140V1

Easy to clean

Suitable for microfiber cloth

Quiet flush

SG toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
wall-hung

MH toilet,
back-to-wall

MH toilet, 
close coupled

SP toilet,
wall-hung

RP toilet,
wall-hung

RP Compact toilet,
wall-hung

GP toilet,
wall-hung

ES toilet,
wall-hung

WC NC,
wall-hung

WC NC,
back-to-wall

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung

W
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™

SG 2.0

RW  (only CW542EY)

SW  (only CW522EY)

RX EWATER+  (only CW542EY)

SX EWATER+  (only CW522EY)

GL 2.0 with hidden connections  (only CW162YH)

EK 2.0 with hidden connections  (only CW162YH)

GL 2.0 with side connections  (only CW162Y)

EK 2.0 with side connections  (only CW162Y)

can be also combined 
with slim seat

can be also combined 
with slim seat

can be also combined 
with slim seat
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WASHLET™-UPGRADE

Refreshing
hygiene
with the bidet
within the toilet

Wash not wipe –
How to transform your TOTO toilet into WASHLET™

WASHLET™ gently cleans your intimate body parts with a warm, soft water jet. This pleasant 

cleansing gives you a special sense of freshness and improves hygiene and well-being. 

Just like our toilets WASHLET™ is equipped with numerous features and functions that 

make it unique in terms of hygiene, comfort and quality.  An upgrade for your bathroom  

and your well-being.

TOTO has been distributing WASHLET™ since 1980. With this long-term 
expertise and sophisticated technologies, TOTO has already sold over 
50,000,000 copies worldwide. WASHLET™ models are available in every 
price range.

WASHLET™ is a combination of a TOTO toilet with a WASHLET™ 
seat (instead of a toilet seat). The combination of TOTO's many 
years of experience and unique ceramic technologies and 
WASHLET™ create synergy effects that promote your health 
and protect the environment.

For more information and details about WASHLET™, talk to 
your plumber or visit our website gb.toto.com.





Headquarters & Registered Office
TOTO Europe GmbH
Zollhof 2
40221 Düsseldorf
Germany

London concept store
(registered in England and Wales
as an overseas company,
number FC029191)
UK Registered Office
140–142 St. John Street
London EC1V 4UA
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)207 831 7544
teu.london@toto.com

teu.info@toto.com
eu.toto.com
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